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Impact on recognition & validation
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European Education Area
non-formal aspects

Policy update planned to review the Council Recommendation on the mobility of young volunteers across the EU, based on

- Upcoming report of Expert Group on cross-border volunteering and solidarity activities
- Study on obstacles to youth volunteering and cross-border solidarity activities
- A public consultation to be launched
Reinforced EU Youth Garantee

- **Council Recommendation** adopted 30 October
- Age scope extended to 30
- Holistic approach involving youth work – youth workers recognised as partners
European Youth Work Agenda

- Council Resolution aims at strengthening quality, innovation in & recognition of youth work
- Quality education & training and practical support for youth workers: precondition for promoting recognition & validation of youth workers’ competences in the MS
European Youth Work Agenda

- EU-CoE Youth Partnership activities
- Expert group to support the implementation of the Agenda
- **Youth wiki** new chapter and comparative maps on youth work
- Ongoing study on the needs of youth workers
Understanding the impact of the crisis and supporting the recovery

- EU Youth Strategy platform
- EU-CoE Youth Partnership Knowledge Hub
- RAY Network surveys
- Study on youth work
EU Youth Report 2021

- Reporting on the first three years of the EU Youth Strategy 2019-2027 based on EU Youth workplan
- Impact of the covid crisis on situation of youth & the youth sector
- Revised dashboard of EU Youth indicators